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Chiffon Black Collar Cardigan
www.frontpose.com
Basic Long Sleeve Top
www.frontpose.com
Black Jeggings
www.frontpose.com
Isabel Marant Boots
www.isabelmarant.com
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EDITORS RAMBLINGS

I

t’s not often that politics and fashion mixes
together but in this instance it does and I
believe it’s a positive aspect of the fashioning
world.

Grey Tassled Top
www.frontpose.com
Oversized Carry Bag
www.frontpose.com
DKNY Jeans Skinny Jeans
www.dkny.com
White Ray Band
www.rayban.com/uk

Keira Knightley, Vivienne Westwood, Helena
Christensen , Jane Birkin and Sophie Dahl were
among the many that have teamed up to help
Oxfam and Amnesty International to urge the
United Nations to improve rules and regulations
of the arms trade around the world.
I would like to state a horrid statistic there are
two bullets to every human being in this global
world. An estimated figure of 12 billion bullets is
being produced per annum.
The long list of fashion figures have signed a letter that will be given to the UN Secretary General addressing the need for “a strong and effective
treaty” that will be internationally bound and
that would help protect human rights by preventing the flow of arms into reckless arms users.
The letter further states “With so few global rules
governing the arms trade, no one really knows
where all those bullets will end up - or whose
lives they will tear apart. Under the current
system, there are less global controls on the sales
of ammunition and guns than on bananas and
bottled water. It’s a ridiculous situation.”
I have always said that the fashion industry has
had a profound effect on a vast amount of people. Fashion followers can be in the hundreds of
millions. We must acknowledge that those who
are participating in this movement have shown
humanity, compassion and benevolence to those
who may not even have the human right to do
so.

the not so dangerous
side to fashion
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The document has been put forward to the
United Nation. Although this issue has been
addressed I feel that we as a fashion community
and also as the human race will need to make
sure that this is still in the face of politicians.
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THE HAZARDS OF

NATURAL BEAUTY
the not so “Au natural”beauty products

T

he search for eternal youth has been a quest
that has dated for many centuries although
we may not have found the exact truth to
maintain an everlasting youthful appearance there
seems to be a range of products that suggest that
the only way towards this is to go ‘a la natural’.

So where do we stand on the term ‘natural’
beauty in this modern age? The term is so overtly
used that the meaning has become obscured and
many misunderstand the true definition of the ‘a
la natural’ concept. We’re guessing that many of
our readers feel the same way … I know I do.
Thirty years ago the concept of natural products were seen as part of the bohemian culture,
pioneers in the industry
brought forward the notion of the use of ethical
and green products.
Although they were
considered pioneers
they too had not used
all natural ingredients
in their products but it
must be said that they
had sincere intent when
doing so. It was this
forward thinking that has led to an industry that is
worth an excess of $50 billion in state side alone.

these cosmetic companies and we do not have any
inkling of it.
The fact that there is an absence of regulations
means cosmetic manufacturers are able to use
certain tactics to ensure that they seem to be all
natural. Tactics include using Latin names those
without a classical degree in the language would
find it difficult to understand terms that these
companies employ but a simpler one to understand would be ‘parfum’ which most understandably translates to fragrance but by using Latin
terms manufacturers are able to hide up to 200
unnatural and even unsafe ingredients under this
umbrella term.
Although there has not been any
reports of fatalities or serious
injuries as a result of using such
products, surely it would be far
easier if statutes were introduced
defining the term ‘natural’. By
doing so we can ensure the safety
of its users and it decreases the
chances of casualties, if legislations cannot be implemented
then why not introduce a council
consisting of capable pharmacists
who specialize in natural active ingredients sector.

“most products that
deem the term natural
or market itself under
the term are far from
that”

In effect most of the products that deem the term
natural or market itself under the term are far
from that. They are more synthetic than being
natural. So how are these pharmaceutical and cosmetic companies getting away with selling such
blatant misleading products?
It must be said that United Kingdom does not
have any national regulations or councils that
carry out investigations on natural products; this
means that there isn’t really any scientific proof
of how natural actives affect our skin. In my opinion it seems that the UK natural cosmetic industry
has spun-around and returned back towards the
dark ages where science was regarded as witchcraft. We are being used as human guinea pigs by
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OUR RECOMMENDED
NATURAL BEAUTY
PRODUCTS
Organic Rejuvenating Serum
www.beyondorganicskincare.com

anti-wrinkle cream
www.100percentorganics.com

Chemicals to avoid
•

Often found in mascara, it is an 		
extract from mercury which is known
to cause brain damage at low levels.
Sensuous Sugar Scrub
www.greenpeople.co.uk

•

Parabens
Found in most deodorant usually under
the terms methylparaben, ethylparaben,
propylparaben, butylparaben and 		
isobutylparaben. In recent studies it has
shown that there is a correlation with
breast cancer.

The main point of this article is not specifically
to address the qualms related towards individual
cosmetic manufacturers but it is intended to increase awareness towards there users (as most are
without knowledge).
In an ideal world these cosmetic manufacturers
should address these issues. I would personally
feel more at peace if a cosmetic giant can come
out and tackle these concerns, not only will this
increase more followings for themselves but in
return it’ll create an unprecedented positive image
for that manufacturer.

Thimerosal

•
Coconut Body Butter
www.akamuti.co.uk

Organic Eye Makeup Remover
www.nealsyardremedies.com

Diethanolamine, Monoetha
-nolamine & Triethanola		
mine
These three chemicals are
hormonedisrupting chemicals that can
form cancer-causing agents—research
indicates a strong link to liver and
kidney cancer. They are commonly
found in shampoos, soaps, bubble 		
baths, and facial cleansers
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Patricia Viera
Winter Collection 2013

GAMES OF

XXXI

in 2016 thee most prestigious
games will be held in the heart
land of the tropics, Brazil. Heres
our low down of Brazilian fashion
artist you should take note of

Hundreds of thousand worldwide spectators will decend to the streets of
Rio De Janeiro for the 2016 games.

L

ondon was undoubtedly the
centre of the limelight this
year because of the amount
of great spectacles; The Queen’s
Diamond Jubilee, the London 2012
Olympics and London 2012 Paralympics however the closing ceremony of London 2012 Olympics
was one which showed the world an
insight to the culture and fashion of
the largest South American country,
Brazil.
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During the handover of the Olympics from London to Rio 26 million
worldwide viewers saw performances by an array of glittering flamboyant Brazilian dancers, wearing high
visible attires that being said that

is not all Brazil has
to offer (like Great
Britain we saw a countless amount of the population
wearing Red, White and Blue)
Brazil is a nation which is full
of colour the dancers were just
a small aspect of the culture
that they offer.
Undoubtedly, we will see a rise
in Brazilian designers in mainstream fashion and this is already
apparent with the emergence of
Cris Barros, Vanessa Montoro and
Patricia Viera which were clearly
the ones to keep an eye during
Sao Paulo Fashion
Criss Barros
Outono Inverno 2013
week.

Cris Barros, Vanessa Montoro and Patricia Viera all
have designs which are very
clean cut and each design
house has subtle hints which
distinguish themselves from
each other. Cris Barros’s design has an infusion of urban
refinement (a balance which
is very challenging to maintain). Vanessa Montoro’s
design is very ‘chic’ and they
can rival any attires made
by the big hitters of fashion.
To tell you the truth we are
really excited with Patricia
Viera’s work her designs in
our opinion are ready to be
introduced in Great Britain
her designs are very intuitive to
London Fashion and this isn’t surprising as she has worked closely
with buying houses Barneys NY,
Collette, Paul Smith, Biff & anner,
Joyce Hong Kong, Browns,
Feathers, Bugatti and others.
Like how the limelight was fixated
with London culture, music and
fashion we hope that these blossoming designers can capitalise
on the exposure that will be
present during 2016 because
those few weeks can make them
into house hold names.
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Ill always choose you tee
www.frontpose.com
Daisy dukes
www.frontpose.com
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CATWALK EDITION

DKNY
Autumn 2012

Editor’s note:
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Celine
Autumn 2012

Mulberry
Autumn 2012

Haider Ackermann
Autumn 2012

The colour blue has always had a
significant meaning through-out
history, in ancient Egypt the colour
was used to represent divinity and
in France blue is used to signify
authority and the royals, it is not
wonder that cobalt blue is such a
prominent colour this season.

Erdem
Autumn 2012

Emporio Armani
Autumn 2012

Lavin
Autumn 2012

Erdem
Autumn 2012

Vivienne Westwood
Autumn 2012

Sportmax
Autumn 2012

Carven
Autumn 2012
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A

lix also commonly
known as The Cherry
Blossom Girl is another
one of our hand pick favourite
for this month. This is one blogger site that you can spend hours
on. Not only do you get to see
her outfits for the day but you
also get an insight to her daily
life dubbed under the tab voyages.
One of the aspects that we
admired is how unplanned her
articles and photography are.
Some bloggsters seem to force
themselves however in this case
she seems not to.

Our no.I Gabi Fresh
W

e’ve voted fellow blogger Gabi Fresh as our favourite blogger of the month. She may seem as those
she does not fit the typical build for a fashion icon. She isn’t paper thin and she doesn’t follow the
norms of fashion trends which she on countless times had stated “I share my fashion advice (which
mostly consists of ignore fashion rules!!!”. This is sole reason why we admire Gabi Fresh as a representative of
fashion.
The large legion of fashion followers are not considered to have the body of Elle Macpherson or the face of
Miranda Kerr we all come in different shapes and forms and I think that Gabi personifies this. Her look isn’t
considered the normal for a fashion icon or even her size. She has individual expression and it epitomises
that anyone can be a preventative of fashion. The great thing about Gabi and her blog is that it is breaking
down the barrier of the stereotypical fashion icon.
visit: www.gabifresh.com

There is a sight drawback to this
blog as it is written in French
but that being said we all can
use Google translate. Hope she
implementS a duo language feature within her blog in the near
future.

Michael Kors
Blue Printed Chain-Neck
Dress
Michael Kors Rose Gold
Watch

visit: www.thecherryblossomgirl.com

FAVOURITE FASHION BLOGGERS
The invasion
of the bloggers

W

hen it comes to
fashion bloggers we
don’t think there can
be any bigger than Bryan
Boy. With an average of
over 1.4 million views
per month he is seen as a
heavy weight in the blogging world and in fashion
journalism. Often sitting
in the front row of nearly
every big hitters show.

OF THE MONTH
“

Like how Anna Wintour had transformed the way of
fashion in the press form bloggers are now transforming fashion journalism into the digital age

”

So why is he in our list? It’s
easy you can’t leave out the
oracle of blogging.
The Bryan Boy blog features
everything and anything related
fashion. Our hat goes off to
Bryan Boy and his commitment
to the online cause.
28

visit: www.bryanboy.com

Bryan Boy sitting on the front row of D&G show with Anna Wintour.
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ESSENTIAL GUIDE

Pyramid Knuckle
Double Ring
Cast gold two finger
pyramid ring.

GOLD
SHIFTERS
Risqué Leopard Bangle
A leopard patterned gold
bangle, with glitter finish.

Guardian Angel Knuckle
Wing Ring
A knuckle angel wing ring,
with an oxidised brass finish

Wire Cuff
Armour- stylemetal
cuff, with shiny gold
finish.
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Chunky Snake Tail
Bangle
A chunky bangle
shaped like a snakes
tail, with orange stones

Print Ruffle Dress
Tunic v-neck collar dress, with owl
print chiffon dress with ruffle detail,
ruched waist. clasp fastening.

CASUAL CHIC
“

Champagne Weave Cuff
Wrist cuff bracelet, with an
interweaving pattern and
with champagne-tone finish.

Long Owl Necklace
Vintage style necklace with slim
chain, owl pendant and lobster clasp
fastening.

Our tip for this summer wear loads of print dresses
and have sutthle accessories drenched on yourself.
It’s easy to do and will be a summer hit.

Pleat Chiffon Blouse
A basic long sleeved top,
with cheetah prints and a
round neckline.

”

Green Skull Belt
A green leather belt with
a centred encrusted skull.
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coming soon...
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Sponsorship Information
telephone: 020 8980 0021
email: info@frontpose.com
write: Frontpose LTD | Unit 2 Bow Triangle Business Centre
Eleanor Street | London | E3 4UR
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